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Intro
This eBook is here to help guide you through the twists and turns of working in a
small HR department. Often there’s nobody to turn to with questions, but I
believe this guide will help you to understand what tools and options you have at
your disposal as well as how to utilize them to the fullest extent.
You might feel like you have a good handle on things. Or you might feel like you
are just spinning your wheels. There are days when even the most experienced
solo practitioners feel both of those emotions, and everything else in between.
It’s part of the job.
The best advice I can offer?
Have fun. Enjoy it. The ride might be stressful at times, but looking back the
majority of us wouldn’t trade it for the world.
I learned something long ago that I still repeat, especially on those difficult days.
You can only do what you can do.
Indeed. Let’s carry on, shall we?
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One of my oldest and most popular blog posts talks about how to run a
oneperson or new HR department. I wrote it after attending a conference
session on the topic, but at the time I had never been in a small or new HR
department before. Now I have that experience and enjoy comparing notes with
those who are in the same position. I quickly realized that a very close tiein is
the group of HR professionals who have had to start the HR function from
scratch (whether in a new company or an existing one), and I think this guide is
going to be very helpful for both of those groups.
In addition, there are amazing ideas included here for HR pros who feel like
there’s just not enough time in the day to get everything accomplished (who out
there can’t claim that one?). You’ll learn how to juggle multiple competing
priorities and make the biggest impact with the fewest actions. You’ll learn how
to balance the needs of an executive team with those of your staff, and I’m
willing to bet you’ll take away a heck of a lot more.
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Small/New HR Department Survey Data
To prepare for this guide, I sent out a request for help to several hundred
people. The results below are for a question that asked the respondent to rank
the following according to priority for the leadership of a new HR department:
● Developing a longterm HR strategic plan
● Building HR’s credibility within the organization
● Taking charge of your own professional development
● Staying on top of legislative developments and requirements
● Developing alliances/partnerships to fill any skill gaps
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I had no preconceived notions about which area was the most critical, so I was
surprised to see that developing alliances/partnerships made the top of the list
of priorities. I’ve emphasized that in my role for several years now, and I believe
it has helped to shore up areas of weakness and provided invaluable networking
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opportunities as well.
I think legislative/legal updates fell to the bottom due to the “fun factor” (or lack
thereof). It’s still going to get done, but we don’t have to like it. To be honest, this
almost felt like an unfair survey, because all of these are key areas to focus on;
however, I was interested in finding out what others thought about which one
made it to the top of the list.
Consider the list through the lens of your own experience. Anything in there
surprise you? Which would you have rated most important? Why?
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My Experience in a Small HR Department
There are people who have 20 years of experience “doing” HR in a small
department. Measured against that, I’m a relative newbie to this world, but I know
it’s where I was meant to be. What makes a small or new HR department
different from other companies?
● We don’t pick up the phone and call our corporate HR team. We ARE the
corporate HR team.
● We are comfortable with research and making judgement calls.
● We constantly seek out opportunities for professional development–if
you’re not growing you’re dying.
There are certainly more, but those three quickly jumped to mind.
Starting an HR department in an existing organization? You should be able to
answer these key questions if you plan to be successful:
● What was the purpose for creating this new department?
● Who made the decision? Who is going to support you as you learn about
the organization and its key players?
● What HR activities were being done previously and who was doing them?
● What sort of culture exists? Do the leaders and staff have the same view
of the culture?
I had an amazing mentor, but like I said, I feel like I’m wired for this kind of stuff.
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I love the challenge and bouncing around to the different areas of HR on an
hourly basis. There’s no substitute!
After doing a little research, I read this book
last year and it included some great ideas
and advice. It’s been around for a while and
still makes the bestseller lists in the SHRM
bookstore regularly. I admit that it’s pricey if
you look at it only as a book; however, it’s
much cheaper than a 6 hour study course
plus travel costs to get the same content, so
keep that in mind. I’d encourage you to
check it out if you’re looking for additional
content.
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New HR Department Advice from the Trenches
I reached out to a few people I trust and also opened up a short survey for a
handful of people who are (or have been) in this scenario before. Below you’ll
see how real HR pros have confronted and overcome the obstacles facing
someone in a new or small HR department.
———
Richard wrote a monster of a contribution. I had to pull out some of the content
for space reasons, but I have his entire piece linked here if you want to check
that out. It’s phenomenal and worth your time to read if you truly want the advice
of a guy who’s “been there, done that.” Here’s the extremely shortened version.
Be sure to read the full piece or you’ll miss the good stuff.
● If you are setting up a brandnew HR department, or you are taking on one
all on your own, build your plans for immediate impact projects, shortterm
(within the quarter) projects, and longterm projects.
● Your plans WILL be disrupted. Constantly. Build that into your timeline.
● Don’t underestimate how much information your employees want.
● If you are a soloist, and especially if you are relatively new to employment
laws, make yourself a binder (electronic or hardcopy) of the most
uptodate info on the basics (FMLA, FLSA, ADA, and if you handle
benefits, COBRA).
● Do your best to not become the “office cop” – the hardest role you have is
to watch out for things that can get the company (and people) in trouble
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without being the person that everyone avoids.
● And finally, the top three skills you should use on a daily basis: talk, listen,
and learn. Again, (I’ll say it one more time) check out the full content if you
haven’t already so you don’t miss any of the details on how to implement
this yourself.
Thanks again to Richard Sherman for pitching in and offering some great
advice!
———
Brian shared some very intriguing ideas for outsourcing the majority of the
“HR” work to allow a small team to handle the critical roles of the HR function.
I don’t know that I agree with all of Brian’s comments, but then again I’ve
never been in a crunch tight enough to have to seriously evaluate something
like this. It’s an interesting proposition if nothing else!
I would try to “outsource” process driven activities to as many internal partners
as possible. Payroll is likely already housed within Finance; perhaps open
enrollment and qualifying life events could be something they tackle as well (the
counseling portion still resides with HR). Recruitment, orientation and
onboarding? Give it to Marketing who can polish what you are selling to potential
candidates and new employees. Compensation is driven by numbers and
spreadsheets; pull in someone from Accounting. Training may be best handled
by line supervisors and tenured employees. Employee Relations can be
farmed out to Legal.
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With 13 bodies, you may only be able to effectively handle 24 areas even with
the best time management skill set. Pick the one thing each person can be an
expert in and allow them to spend time in other areas that interest them. Solve
what you can afford through technology to avoid getting bogged down by
processdriven activities; the rest needs to be shared responsibility where it
makes sense. Find that executive champion who understands HR and can go to
bat when 3 bodies can no longer manage the workload. Brian Deming
———
Make sure to visit with each manager and ask them what HR can do for them to
help make their job easier. Learn everything you can about the business and ask
to be included instead of waiting around to be asked to do something (you end
up being a paper pusher or sheriff if you don’t).
Linda Haft
———
In a small to nonexistent HR department, strategy, talent, etc. isn’t important.
Most of the company is flying by the seat of its pants. What is needed is
benefits, knowledge of applicable laws, processes and procedures
(performance reviews, requesting vacation time, requesting sick time, etc.), and
guts.
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The HR person has to have the guts to go to the company president and say
“You can’t do that,” and be prepared to hear, “Sure I can; I own the company.”
Then you have to dig your heels in and insist. Then you go back to your office,
hold your breath and hope you didn’t just sign your own termination.
Donna Caissie, the ExtraOrdinary Assistant
———
1. Expand your network of HR professionals. These are the people you can
call on to bounce ideas around, vent, etc.
2. Smile before you pick up the phone to say hello. You will be the point
person for many questions such as insurance, retirement, pay, etc. We all
have had the one employee who has gotten on our last nerve, but always
remember that without the employees you would not be needed. Smile
before you pick up the phone and you will automatically position yourself to
be in a better mood to deal with the annoying employee.
3. Enjoy what you do. If you don’t, move on.
Bobbi Wilson
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Additional Resources
Below you’ll find a few links to other helpful resources. I went through several
dozen and discarded the ones I felt would not be valueadd to this discussion on
working in a new HR department.
● Starting a new HR department (requires SHRM membership)
http://www.shrm.org/templatestools/toolkits/pages/startinganhrdepartment.
aspx
● Managing a small HR department (requires SHRM membership)
http://www.shrm.org/TemplatesTools/Toolkits/Pages/ManagingHumanRes
ources.aspx
● Starting HR department (poor formatting, but a good general plan)
http://en.allexperts.com/q/HumanResources2866/HRDepartmentStart.h
tm
● Another article on small HR http://www.ewin.com/articles/whnHR.htm
● Managing an HR Department of One book: click here to get the book
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